PPB-400-WMHD Details

1--1/8" DIA.
6 HOLES

16"

20"

3' TO 4'

CONTINUOUSLY ADJUSTABLE BRACKET LIFT ROD

PIER CAP

ANCHOR BOLT

WALL MOUNT PIER BRACKET

FACE PLATE

ACCESS HOLE IN FOOTING

PIER PIPE - 4" DIA. x 0.220" WALL

x 3'-6" LONG SEGMENTS

FRICION REDUCTION COLLAR

SUITABLE LOAD BEARING STRATUM OR ROCK

UNLIMITED LIFT WITH LONGER BRACKET RODS

PIER OFFSET
2 1/2" BEFORE LIFT

PIER OFFSET
2 1/2" AFTER LIFT

4" DIA. x 0.220 PIER PIPE

STEM WALL

SPREAD FOOTING

FLOOR SLAB
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